Anu Solomon (QB), Arizona
Nick Wilson (RB), Arizona
Taysom Hill (QB), BYU
Jared Goff (QB), California
Gunner Kiel (QB), Cincinnati
Deshaun Watson (QB), Clemson
Everett Golson (QB), Florida State
Nick Chubb (RB), Georgia
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- Matt Breida (RB), Georgia Southern
- Justin Thomas (QB), Georgia Tech
- Kenneth Dixon (RB), Louisiana Tech
- Devon Johnson (RB), Marshall
- Paxton Lynch (QB), Memphis
- Brad Kaaya (QB), Miami
- Connor Cook (QB), Michigan State
- Dak Prescott (QB), Mississippi State
Keenan Reynolds (QB), Navy
Marquise Williams (QB), North Carolina
J.T. Barrett (QB), Ohio State
Ezekiel Elliott (RB), Ohio State
Samaje Perine (RB), Oklahoma
James Conner (RB), Pittsburgh
Donnel Pumphrey (RB), San Diego State
Joshua Dobbs (QB), Tennessee
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- Trevone Boykin (QB), TCU
- Kareem Hunt (RB), Toledo
- Paul Perkins (RB), UCLA
- Cody Kessler (QB), USC
- Devontae Booker (RB), Utah
- Chuckie Keeton (QB), Utah State
- Zach Terrell (QB), Western Michigan
- Brandon Doughty (QB), WKU